




Broadway
High St, Broadway, WR12 7AL

Broadway has one of  the most elegant and historic high streets in the Cotswolds and is home to an 
array of  art galleries, interiors shops and high-end boutiques. Victorian artists such as William Morris 
and John Singer Sargent were drawn to Broadway with its rose and wisteria-embellished honey-stoned 
houses and ancient inns.

Some of  the most coveted hotels in the region The Lygon Arms, Dormy House and The Fish are 
located here. Nearby, Broadway Tower offers spectacular views from its elevated and inspiring position.
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Lower Slaughter
Copse Hill Rd, Lower Slaughter, GL54 2HY

Close to Bourton-on-the-Water, Lower Slaughter is one of  the most photogenic villages in the 
Cotswolds. Sitting beside the little River Eye, the village’s most famous landmark is its converted 14th-
century watermill.

Two pretty footbridges cross the stream which runs through the village, and bucolic limestone cottages 
sit next to the glistening water. The Water Mill Museum and a café which sells hand-churned ice cream 
in the village are worth a visit.
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Castle Combe
The St, Castle Combe, Chippenham, SN14 7HU

Castle Combe has featured in many notable television series and films including Downton Abbey and 
Stephen Spielberg’s War Horse. This is one of  the Cotswold’s most photogenic, chocolate-box villages 
with its valley views, fairytale houses and arched stone bridge crossing the river.

The village has a tearoom, café and two pubs with colourful hanging baskets contrasting perfectly 
against the honey stone. Like much of  the Cotswolds, Castle Combe’s prosperity was based on its 
wool trade and much of  the architecture dates from the 15th-century. This is a beautifully preserved, 
quintessentially English village.
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Bibury
Arlington Row, Bibury, Cirencester, GL7 5NJ

The celebrated British textile designer, poet and novelist William Morris called Bibury ‘the most 
beautiful village in England’ and it isn’t hard to see why. This impossibly picturesque village features 
ancient Cotswold stone buildings clinging to the banks of  the River Coln.

The village is also famous for the iconic Arlington Row, which features as an illustration inside the cover 
of  UK passports. The village centres around St Mary’s Saxon church and is populated by tearooms and 
traditional pubs, providing a tranquil idyll for visitors.
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Stow-on-the-Wold
High St, Stow On The Wold, Cheltenham, GL54 1DL

Stow-on-the-Wold sits at almost 800ft and is the highest of  the Cotswold towns on the Roman Fosse 
Way. It has long been an important trading centre and is believed to date from a prehistoric fortified 
settlement on top of  the hill. The large market square is a reminder of  the town’s former importance as 
a wool trade centre, where some of  the largest sheep fairs took place in the town.

Stow’s charming, honey-stoned town houses, independent shops, contemporary cafés and 
quintessentially English pubs make the town one of  the most popular to visit in the Cotswolds. It also 
proudly features England’s oldest Inn, the old stocks and the picturesque St Edwards church with its 
‘Tolkienesque’ North Door which is flanked by ancient yew trees.
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Bourton on the Water
High St, Bourton-on-the-Water, Cheltenham, GL54 2AP

Often referred to as the ‘The Venice of  the Cotswolds’, the historic village of  Bourton-on-the-Water 
with its preposterously pretty stone architecture, weeping willows and low bridges over the River 
Windrush, is a truly idyllic experience.

The traditional cottages that sit along the riverfront have all transformed into cafés, pubs, bakeries, 
antique shops and boutiques, catering to the many global visitors that flock here. In the summer 
months, locals take to the water to play the traditional game of  river football which attracts a crowd.
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Chipping Campden
High St, Chipping Campden, GL55 6AL

Chipping Campden is a small market town within the Cotswold district of  Gloucestershire. Its beautiful 
honey-stoned, rose-garnished cottages date from the 14th-17th-centuries and its wide, elegant high-
street features a multitude of  independent shops, cafes and pubs. The town is considered a Cotswolds 
gem and is a fantastic base to explore attractions such as Hidcote Manor, Bourton House, Snowshill 
Manor and Batsford Arboretum.

Chipping Campden was historically one of  the most important of  the medieval wool towns with 
its name deriving from the Saxon “Camp-denu” or“Campedene”, meaning a valley with fields or 
enclosures of  cultivated land. The town also has significant links to the Arts and Crafts movement.
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Burford
High St, Burford, OX18 4QP

Burford is known for its handsome, thatched-roof  cottages and pretty 12th-century church. The busy 
high street reaches the willow-fringed River Windrush at the bottom of  the hill, with its three-arched 
medieval bridge. Burford was the site of  a fortified ford in Anglo-Saxon times and became a wealthy 
wool town.

Today this is a vibrant little town brimming with boutiques, tearooms, bakeries, cafes, award-winning 
pubs and restaurants offering locally sourced ingredients.
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Cirencester
High St, Cirencester, GL7 5UG

Cirencester is known as the Capital of  the Cotswolds. This is an elegant market town with a fascinating 
history. In Roman times, Cirencester was the second largest town after London. During the 6th-century 
the Saxons destroyed the town and it later became a very prosperous wool town in the medieval period.

Today, the charming architecture with its ancient honey-hued stone and picturesque narrow streets 
house an abundance of  boutiques and eateries. Museums, parks, crumbling Abbey ruins, and plenty of  
hotels make this a fantastic base for visitors wanting to explore the area.
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Frome
High St, Frome, BA11 1ER

Frome is a small historic town renowned for its creativity and independent spirit. With a vibrant historic 
centre and jam-packed with architectural beauty, it has long been a favourite with Londoners escaping 
the city and searching for community spirit.

Narrow, cobbled streets are full of  independent stores, great coffee shops, florists, vegetarian cafes, 
galleries and stylish markets. With a cinema, museum and a nearby castle ruin (Nunney), this is a town 
worth exploring and it is only half  an hour from the city of  Bath.
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Cotswolds Lavender
Hill Barn Farm Cottage, Snowshill WR12 7JY

This third generation family farm is set in the heart of  the rolling Cotswold Hills, overlooking Broadway 
and the Vale of  Evesham and located on the outskirts of  Snowshill, not far from the National Trust’s 
Snowshill Manor. During a typical English summer the lavender fields come into flower around mid-
June, with the best time to see them being early-mid July however it can differ depending on the 
weather.

With over 40 different varieties, some 140 miles of  rows and over 500,000 plants in total, this is the 
perfect place to soak up the tranquility of  the vibrant purple fields which surround you. There is a little 
cafe selling ice cream and drinks and various lavender products harvested from the farm.
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Morris & Brown Cafe
Broadway Tower, Broadway WR12 7LB

Morris & Brown café is at the heart of  the Broadway Tower & Park on the family-owned Cotswold 
estate. Enjoy a leisurely breakfast, as well as delicious dishes throughout the day. They also offer a 
fantastic selection of  luxury teas, coffees and homemade cakes within this stunning location.

The café’s name combines celebrated landscape designer Capability Brown, the brainchild of  the 
tower, and William Morris, a member of  the Arts and Crafts movement who used the Tower as a 
country holiday retreat. With plenty of  comfortable seating, the Morris and Brown cafe is an ideal for a 
hazelnut hot chocolate in front of  the log fire or a chilled glass of  wine on the sunny terrace.
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Broadway Deil
29 High St, Broadway WR12 7DP

Broadway Deli is a contemporary delicatessen and cafe packed with traditional character and a 
colourful kaleidoscope of  fruits and vegetables. Showcasing the very best produce from local suppliers 
and carefully curated produce from around the world, the quality and provenance of  their food is the 
focus.

Freshly baked breads fill the windows and the counter is full of  olives, sundried tomatoes, chorizo and 
rainbow salads, perfect for picnics or enjoying in the cafe. On warmer days you can sit outside in the 
tranquil, sunny garden, overspilling with seasonal flowers, the perfect place to enjoy a morning coffee 
or al fresco lunch.
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Cotswold Gin
33 High St, Broadway WR12 7DP

Nestled in the heart of  the beautiful Cotswolds countryside and producing Outstanding Natural Spirits 
since 2014, The Cotswolds Distillery is the first full-scale distillery in the Cotswolds. The desire to reflect 
the natural beauty of  the Cotswolds and support the local community runs through everything they do. 
The Distillery partners with other local producers as much as possible and uses local ingredients when 
crafting their spirits.

Crafting a range of  single malt whiskies, gins and liqueurs, including the award-winning Cotswolds 
Dry Gin and Cotswolds Single Malt Whisky, visitors are welcome for Tour & Tastings, Gin and Whisky 
Blending Masterclasses and Cocktail Masterclasses.
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Russells Fish & Chips
20a High St, Broadway, WR12 7DT

Located just off the main High Street in the centre of  Broadway Village is the characterful Russells Fish 
& Chips. This is the sister restaurant to the popular Russell’s Restaurant With Rooms. Serving only the 
freshest and highest quality fish and chips, you can eat in or take away.

All their fried food is cooked in ‘Cotswold Gold’ an award-winning rapeseed oil that is not only local 
(it grows and is refined only 2 miles away) but is apparently better for you than other oils traditionally 
used for fish and chips.
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Number 32
32 High St, Broadway WR12 7DT

Number 32 is a relaxed cafe and bar in the heart of  Broadway. The menu focuses on simple Tuscan 
and other Italian dishes with an emphasis on pizzas and burgers.

With fantastic coffee and cake and outdoor seating in this central village location, this is the perfect spot 
for papers and breakfast on a sunny morning.
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Snowshill
Snowshill, Broadway WR12 7JU

The village of  Snowshill is surrounded by rising Cotswold hills and is renowned for its unspoilt 
beauty with bucolic views over the Severn Vale to the west. Snowshill Manor, owned by the National 
Trust, offers picturesque gardens outside and within the house you can find the amazing and eclectic 
collections of  the architect and antiquary Sir Charles Wade.

This is a secluded village with pretty honey-stoned cottages and a 19th-century church clustered around 
a small green. Close to Broadway village and the mesmeric Cotswold Lavender Farm, the village also 
featured in the movie Bridget Jones Diary with Renee Zellweger thanks to its quintessentially English 
aesthetic.
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Broadway Tower
Middle Hill, Broadway WR12 7LB

Rising 312 metres above sea level, Broadway Tower and Park is a dramatic and iconic landmark 
with far-stretching, mesmeric views. This was the brainchild of  landscape designer, Capability Brown 
and his vision was translated into reality by architect James Wyatt in 1798. The design features an 
amalgamation of  battlements, turrets, gargoyles and balconies.

This folly is positioned on the second highest point in the Cotswolds making it the perfect location for 
sending long-distance signals. Today, the tower houses exhibitions about the fascinating history of  its 
past, from the arts and crafts movements to the Royal Observer Corps.
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The Bower House
2-4 Market Pl, Shipston-on-Stour CV36 4AG

The Bower House, seated in a beautiful Georgian property, is a much-lauded independent ‘restaurant 
with rooms’ in the heart of  the historic market town of  Shipston-on-Stour. The restaurant has an 
elegant, eclectic interior dripping with interesting artwork on the exposed brick and wood-panelled 
walls, and bold shades of  leather banquettes add a little luxurious comfort.

The menu focuses on rustic French dishes packed full of  character and flavour, with ingredients 
sourced carefully from local suppliers. The bedrooms focus on comfort and are supremely stylish with 
wallpapers and fabrics by Timorous Beasties, Barneby Gates and House of  Hackney.
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Tyndale Monument
Nibley Knoll, Dursley, GL11 6DL

The 111ft Tyndale Monument dominates a hill at North Nibley in Gloucestershire. The tower was 
built in 1866 to honour the memory of  the writer William Tyndale, who finished translating the New 
Testament from Greek and Hebrew original texts into English in 1525.

Tyndale’s mission was to translate The Bible rather than relying on priests for an interpretation. 
Thought to be born nearby, he was martyred 13 years later in Belgium. Overlooking the River Severn 
below, the steep hill provides impressive views of  the Berkeley Vale to the Black Mountains and the 
River Severn below
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Coaley Peak
Rock Rd, Dursley GL11 5AU

Offering mesmerising views across the Severn Vale towards the Forest of  Dean, Coaley Peak is a 
picture-perfect picnic site and just four miles from Stroud. With a wildflower meadow and a sprinkling 
of  picnic tables, simply pick up your picnic supplies from one of  the delicatessens in Stroud and enjoy 
the views.

This is also the perfect place to stop for walkers along the Cotswold Way National Trail, which passes 
through the area.
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Uley Village
The St, Uley, GL11 5SJ

The tiny village of  Uley is known for its enchanting valley and around 2500 years ago, Uley Bury, a 
great Iron Age hill fort, dominated the area. The surrounding, serene wooded valley is popular with 
walkers and the views from the top of  Uley Bury are breathtaking.

Uley itself  has one main street and a quaint village shop which is perfect to stock up on walking or 
picnic refreshments. Run by Uley residents and situated in the heart of  the village, locally sourced and 
home-grown produce is available.
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Feast From The Farm
27 Long St, Wotton-under-Edge GL12 7BX

Feast From The Farm is a beautiful farm shop selling farm-to-fork food and zero waste products. Feast 
was created with a mission to provide a range of  amazing farm-fresh food including a frozen range, 
locally prepared from a sustainable supply chain. The shop also sells refillable beauty products and zero 
waste essentials.

The fields that surround the store help grow their own fruit and vegetables from asparagus to 
strawberries. The Grimes family have farmed the fields for centuries and you can often see them 
ploughing the fields, sewing the pumpkins in late May and harvesting the asparagus through the long 
summer nights.
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Tewkesbury
Church St, Tewkesbury GL20 5RZ

Tewkesbury is an ancient riverside market town located where the rivers Severn and Avon meet. Its 
historic, long thin structure has hardly evolved since the middle ages. Its leaning, half-timbered Tudor 
buildings with their ornately carved doorways and overhanging upper storeys fill this market town with 
character and charm.

The Council of  British Archaeology listed Tewkesbury amongst 57 towns “so splendid and so precious 
that the ultimate responsibility for them should be of  national concern”. The town’s riverside location 
creates a scenic backdrop, as does its 12th-century Abbey, renowned for its Norman tower, ornate 
ceiling and medieval stained glass windows.
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Cheltenham
High St, Cheltenham, GL50 1DE

Cheltenham is acknowledged as being the most complete Regency town in Britain and is known as 
“The Western Gateway to the Cotswolds’. The town’s refined regency elegance emerged thanks to its 
importance as a spa town. Cheltenham’s famous tree-lined Promenade in the heart of  the town dates 
back to 1818 at the height of  the Regency period.

The town, synonymous with heritage and architecture also offers a fantastic mix of  theatres, parks, 
museums and even a heated lido. Pittville Park opened in 1825 is the largest ornamental park in 
Cheltenham featuring the magnificent Pitville Pump Room and even a boating lake.
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St Edward’s Church
The Square, Stow-on-the-Wold, GL54 1AB

Bound by two ancient yew trees, an arched wooden door with studded wooden panels and fringed with 
colourful stained glass, leads into the enchanting St Edward’s church in Stow-on-the-Wold. Looking 
more like a portal into a mystical fairytale than an old church entrance, it is believed that this very 
doorway inspired Tolkien’s Doors of  Durin.

The structure of  the church was constructed in the Middle Ages and it is now a fusion of  fixtures from 
various periods from the 1000s to the 1600s, as well as pieces Talllled during Victorian-era restorations. 
It is believed that its iconic tree-framed north door was constructed during the 13th century.
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Lucy’s Tearoom
Market Square, Stow-on-the-Wold, GL54 1AB

Lucy’s Tearoom in Stow-on-the-Wold is situated in a 300-year-old, Grade II listed building in the 
market square. With a beautiful flagstone floor and exposed beams, you can sit in the bay window 
and enjoy watching the world go or take a seat in the secluded courtyard during the warmer weather. 
During the colder months, the inglenook fireplace inside keeps everyone cosy.

With a welcoming atmosphere, their passion is creating delicious, home made, locally sourced food, 
from hearty breakfasts and lunches to traditional afternoon teas. They regularly change their menu to 
include seasonal and plant based dishes.
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Cotswold Cheese Company
Digbeth St, Stow-on-the-Wold, GL54 1BN

The Cotswold Cheese Company shops stock more than 120 different artisan and farmhouse cheeses, 
with a focus on local quality producers from around the Cotswolds mixed with some classics from 
further afield. To complement the cheese, there’s a wide range of  other deli essentials, such as local 
breads, biscuits and crackers, chutneys, as well as cured meats, pâtés and wines.

Founded in 2006, husband and wife team Jon and Lisa Goodchild acquired the business in 2010, with 
the first delicatessen located in Moreton-in-Marsh. The shop’s popularity quickly became the talk (and 
taste) of  the town with another shop opening in Stow-on-the-Wold and then a franchise in Burford.
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The Slaughters Manor House
Copsehill Rd, Lower Slaughter, GL54 2HP

Located in Lower Slaughter, one of  the Cotswolds prettiest villages, this countryside retreat was built 
in 1658 and combines beautiful original period features and architectural details with distinctive 
contemporary style, in the heart of  the Cotswolds. From ornate coving and large sashed windows to 
vaulted ceilings, this country hotel is also home to one of  the most acclaimed restaurants in this region 
of  England.

The restaurant, flooded with natural light, celebrates the finest produce the Cotswolds has to offer 
with tantalising menus filled regionally sourced and freshly foraged ingredients, perfectly matched by 
the sommelier’s wine selections.  Lunch, dinner and afternoon tea is served here.
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Old Mill at Lower Slaughter
Mill Ln, Lower Slaughter, GL54 2HX

Situated on the River Eye, a mill at Lower Slaughter is recorded in the Doomsday book of  1086. In 
the 14th-century it was known as the Slaughter Mill and by the 18th-century it was independent of  
the manorial estate.

The Old Mill’s last flour producing year was 1958 but its picturesque beauty has led to it being preserved 
as a museum with a shop, ice cream parlour and tea room attached.
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Upper Slaughter
Upper Slaughter, Cheltenham, GL54 2JB

The village of  Upper Slaughter in Gloucestershire is just one mile away from Lower Slaughter and is 
idyllically located on a grassy slope above the sparkling River Eye that connects the two villages. The 
village was once dominated by a Norman castle but only the remains of  the motte and Bailey exist 
today.

A gabled Manor House with an Elizabethan facade, is one of  the principle properties in the village with 
the oldest part of  the house dating from the 15th-century. The village church (St.Peter’s) can be traced 
back to the 12th-century. Not far from the centre is Eyford House, a celebrated English country house 
with beautiful gardens.
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Lords of  the Manor
Upper Slaughter, Cheltenham GL54 2JD

This elegant, honey-stoned 17th-century hotel in the unspoiled Cotswold village of  Upper Slaughter, 
between Bourton-on-the-Water and Stow-on-the-Wold, is a tranquil haven. Set in 8 acres of  dreamy 
lawns and grandiose gardens, there is even a critically acclaimed Michelin-starred restaurant on site, 
with an exquisite seasonal menu featuring local, foraged produce.

Cleverly combining traditional, heritage features with contemporary style, the cozy roaring fires and 
stunning views add to the serene ambience. With wellies and maps at hand you can venture off and 
explore the picturesque neighbouring villages.
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The Wheatsheaf  Inn
West Rd, Cheltenham GL54 3EZ

The Wheatsheaf  Inn is an ivy-clad, 17th-century coaching inn offering a seasonal, locally sourced 
menu in a country-cool setting. This is a proper pub but exudes a stylish vibe whilst catering to both 
locals and weekenders alike. Beautiful gardens by summer, crackling fires in the cooler months, this is a 
favourite country spot for the London glitterati.

Located in the idyllic, rather sleepy market town of  Northleach, The Wheatsheaf  Inn’s sumptuous 
designer furnishings and Farrow & Ball hues contrast against rustic flagstone and timber floors. The 
pub offers 14 beautifully designed bedrooms with luxurious features like freestanding zinc bathtubs.
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Northleach
High Street, Northleach, Cheltenham, GL54 3PG

Northleach in Gloucestershire is located at an important crossroads, just off the old Roman Fosse 
Way. Its ancient streets around the Market Place are rich in architectural interest, ranging from half-
timbered buildings and merchants’ houses dating from the 15th and 16th-centuries to the great House 
of  Correction.

Funded by wool merchants, the magnificent church of  St Peter and St Paul is considered one of  the 
finest examples of  the Cotswold perpendicular style. The village has a lovely pub (The Wheatsheaf  Inn) 
alongside several independent specialist shops from a wine merchant to a cheese and butcher shop. The 
village is a few miles from the National Trust’s Lodge Park, an elegant 17th-century grandstand on the 
Sherborne House Estate.
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Cotswold Motoring Museum
The Old Mill, Bourton-on-the-Water, GL54 2BY

Nestled in the quaint and picturesque village of  Bourton-on-the-Water, The Cotswold Motoring 
Museum takes you on a fascinating journey through time as you explore the history of  20th-century 
motoring through the museum’s collection of  rare vehicles and classic memorabilia.

You can explore seven galleries packed with vintage-car collections, a fascinating and unique toy 
collection, a History of  Motoring exhibition and children’s TV favourite Brum. With several showrooms 
covering a massive 7500ft² within the original converted 17th-century watermill.
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Michael’s Mediterranean
High St, Chipping Campden GL55 6AG

Situated in the heart of  Chipping Campden, next to the old woolmarket, you will find Michael’s 
Mediterranean Restaurant.  Chef  and restaurateur Michael Alexiou bought Woolmarket House in 
1986. The property dates from around 1720 and features two magnificent inglenook fireplaces.

Relax in the restaurant’s casual surroundings and with the warm ambience of  open fires in the winter, 
or on its pretty terrace in the summer. Traditional Greek cuisine is served here, complemented by 
modern, Mediterranean dishes.  Select from a fantastic array of  Mezze dishes, fresh fish, seafood and 
seasonal daily specials, to Michael’s renowned “Marathona” fillet steaks. All ingredients are locally-
sourced where possible.
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Tokes
High St, Chipping Campden GL55 6AG

Toke’s describes itself  as ‘the antidote to the gentrified rural foodhall’, this is Chipping Campden’s 
award-winning wine shop and deli.  It is the second generation of  wine seller on this site, as Toke’s 
father, Charlie, had done so for 40 years previously.

Selling a range of  delicious deli goods including their famous sausage rolls (made to their own unique 
recipe) alongside an amazing array of  cheeses from the Cotswolds and all over the world, the wine list is 
also superb and features both local and world-renowned vineyards. The shop hosts events throughout 
the year from wine and gin tastings to music.
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